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ABSTRACT
The aim of the LiveBench experiment is to provide a continuous evaluation of structure prediction servers in order to inform potential
users about the current state-of-the-art structure
prediction tools and in order to help the developers
to analyze and improve the services. This round of
the experiment was conducted in parallel to the
blind CAFASP-3 evaluation experiment. The data
collected almost simultaneously enables the comparison of servers on two different benchmark sets.
The number of servers has doubled from the last
evaluated LiveBench-4 experiment completed in
April 2002, just before the beginning of CAFASP-3.
This can be partially attributed to the rapid development in the area of meta-predictors (consensus
servers). The current results conﬁrm the high sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the meta-predictors. Nevertheless, the comparison between the autonomous
(not meta) servers participating in the last CAFASP-2 and LiveBench-2 experiment and the current
set of autonomous servers demonstrates that
progress has been made also in sequence structure
ﬁtting functions. In addition to the growing number
of participants, the current experiment marks the
introduction of new evaluation procedures, which
are aimed to correlate better with functional characteristics of models. Proteins 2003;53:542–547.
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INTRODUCTION
LiveBench belongs to a group of community-wide protein structure prediction evaluation programs, which includes CASP,1 CAFASP2 and EVA.3 These programs have
a common goal to assess the current accuracy of structure
prediction approaches, but differ in procedural details.
CASP and CAFASP evaluate blind predictions, operating
on targets, which don’t have a known structure at the time
the prediction is being made. LiveBench evaluates only
fully automated fold recognition methods and uses protein
structures freshly released in the PDB4. Only non-trivial
PDB entries are used as targets (we deﬁne a non-trivial
target as one that does not exhibit strong sequence similarity to other previously known structures, as measured by
Blast using an E-value cutoff of 0.001). Circa 5 new
©
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proteins extracted weekly from the PDB result in a set of
over 100 non-trivial targets submitted in 6 months. The
collected predictions are evaluated automatically and the
summaries of the performance of participating servers are
updated continuously and available at the homepage of the
program http://BioInfo.PL/LiveBench/. The ﬁnal summary
presented in this manuscript is based on 98 targets
submitted between August and December of 2002.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The CASP experiment is known to change the evaluation procedure with every new biannual session in a search
for a single “best” scoring protocol. The LiveBench experiment is no exception to this practice. This round 5 new
evaluation methods were introduced, which are added to
the 4 used previously (MaxSub,5 two LGscore6 versions
and Touch).7 The selection of the new methods is the result
of a struggle to ﬁnd objective criteria for comparing
evaluation procedures. The rationale behind the selection
relates to the purpose of using structure prediction methods by biologists. In most of the cases the user is interested
in the function of the target protein. The structure prediction is used as a guide to restrict the set of potential
functions of the target, by analyzing the functions found in
proteins, which share the predicted fold. One of the
possibilities to use this query as an evaluation criteria for
fold recognition methods would be to ask if the predicted
structure modeled based on a template share the same
functional / structural class as the target. We have chosen
the SCOP8 database as the standard of truth for this task,
as it is known to be biased towards functional and evolutionary properties of the proteins.
There are three major drawbacks of this evaluation
procedure. First, servers that do not use templates for
structure prediction (e.g. ab initio servers) cannot be
evaluated based on the functional or structural similarity
between the template and the target. Second, this evaluation method ignores the accuracy of the alignment, which
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Fig. 1. Simple measures like “residues” perform as well as other
measures. ROC plot of the similarity between model assessment methods and SCOP classiﬁcation of the target and the template. Models
collected in LiveBench-2 and LiveBench-4 for targets larger than 70
amino acids with templates classiﬁed in SCOP version 1.61 are sorted
according to their quality assessed using 7 different sequence-dependent
(alignment-dependent) procedures. The x-axis shows the ten ﬁrst models
based on templates with different SCOP fold class than the target (false
positives). The y-axis sums the models with correct (identical) SCOP-fold
classiﬁcation (correct positives). Even the very simple and intuitive
evaluation method based on the number of correctly positioned residues
(“residues”) shows relatively a very good agreement with the SCOP
classiﬁcation. Two other methods introduced on the LiveBench pages
(“contactA” and “contactB”), which are based on the analysis of distances
between contacting residues are also plotted. A more detailed description
of the methods can be found at the LiveBench pages:
http://bioinfo.pl/Meta/evaluation.html.

is often crucial for the conﬁrmation of the predicted
function (for example through comparison of aligned active
site residues). Third, the assessment would be delayed as
the SCOP classiﬁcation of all new targets and templates
has to be performed before the results can be evaluated. As
a compromise we have asked the question, which of the
standard model quality assessment methods correlate best
with the SCOP similarity between the template and the
target (Fig. 1). To our surprise very good correlation can be
obtained with a simple measure, which scores models
based on the number of residues that can be superimposed
on the native structure within 3Å (“residues” in Figure 1).
Because of these results we will focus in this manuscript
mainly on the analysis of methods evaluated using the
“residues” measure. Results obtained using other measures are available from the accompanying website and a
comparison of the ranking using 5 measures is shown in
Figure 2. For the “residues” measures we have chosen the
cutoff of 40 correct residues to deﬁne a correct model.
Models that have more correctly positioned residues have
a 90% chance that the corresponding template belongs to
the same SCOP fold as the target (data not shown). A
model, which has less than 30 correct residues, is deﬁned
as wrong. Models with between 30 and 40 correct residues
are borderline models and we exclude them from the
speciﬁcity analysis, for which wrong models have to be
deﬁned (see below).

9 sequence comparison servers, 12 fold recognition servers (servers which use the structural information of the
template) and 13 versions of meta-predictors (servers,
which use other servers as main knowledge base) are
evaluated here. Information about the servers and their
corresponding abbreviations are available on the LiveBench pages (http://bioinfo.pl/Meta/servers.html). The
query sequences were divided into 32 easy and 66 hard
targets based on the e-value of the ﬁrst hit reported by
PDB-Blast. If the e-value is below 0.001 the target is
deﬁned as easy. The main sensitivity ranking was calculated using the sum of correctly positioned residues for all
correct models. This is a different procedure than the
Z-score based procedures used frequently by the CASP
assessors. The main difference is that in LiveBench missing models or wrong predictions are heavily penalized and
do not obtain a minimum Z-score of zero as in CASP. Also
the Z-score based assessment gives disproportional many
points to correct “outliers” which are wrong but much
better than other models for a given target. Often (in the
difﬁcult fold recognition category) the distribution of completely wrong models would be used as a reference distribution. From the users point of view such “outliers” are very
difﬁcult to use or validate and should not obtain additional
points from the fact that other methods failed completely.
The LiveBench scoring is proportional to the quality of the
models (deﬁned for example as the number of correct
residues) and does not depend on the performance of other
methods (in contrast to the application of Z-scores). This
could also help in the global analysis of the progress in the
ﬁeld.
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the sensitivity of the participating servers, measured as the total number of correctly positioned
residues in correct models, separated into the easy and
hard category. The best autonomous server performance is
reported for the Sam-T029server on the easy targets, and
for Shotgun-INGBU10 on the hard targets. If only the
number of correctly predicted targets is taken into account, the top ranking of the Shotgun-INBGU method is
conﬁrmed in the hard category, while the results are too
close in the easy category to distinguish the servers.
Table 1 shows also the speciﬁcity evaluation of the
servers. The Speciﬁcity is deﬁned as in previous LiveBench-4 experiment, as the average number of correct
predictions with higher conﬁdence score than the ﬁrst to
tenth false predictions (similar to the Receiver Operator
Characteristics11 for the ﬁrst 10 targets). Here the ranking
of the autonomous servers is lead by the Shotgun-INBGU
method.
The Shotgun-INBGU server uses a meta-predictor layer
on top of the 5 prediction components of the original
INBGU.12 The new layer shows much better prediction
performance than the original procedure implemented in
INBGU to rank all generated models. A feature of the
Shotgun servers is that they assemble hybrid models by
splicing fragments from different templates. The main
disadvantage is that for the hardest targets, where conﬂict-
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Fig. 2. Variation in the ranking of the servers. 5 new evaluation methods were used to rank the sensitivity of
the servers participating in LiveBench-6 on the hard targets. The plots show the minimum (best) and the
maximum rank (worst) and the average rank used to sort the 34 servers. Two contact-based evaluation
methods (contactA and contactB), two rigid body superposition methods (number of correct atoms and
3dscore) and one combination of the contact-based and a rigid body evaluation method is employed. The
details of the methods are described on the LiveBench homepage. Changes in ranking of almost 50% can be
observed (16 positions between the best and the worst ranking obtained by 3DS5).

ing structural information exists amongst the input structures, the shotgun servers can produce “unphysical” models with sometimes overlapping residues. Because of the
splicing, Shotgun-INBGU lies at the borderline between
autonomous servers and meta-predictors. If this server
would be ignored the picture of the performance of servers
would change slightly. Servers which proﬁt from an exhaustive utilization of sequence information (Sam-T02, FFAS0313 and ORFeusz)14 would occupy the top 3 positions in
the speciﬁcity ranking and the top 2 positions in sensitivity in both the easy and the hard category. This could lead
to the conclusion that the current sequence structure
ﬁtting functions as implemented in the threading methods
still suffer from the frozen approximation, inaccuracies of
the parameters, or the structural divergence between
template and target beyond the reliability limits of the
force ﬁelds.
On the other hand a very powerful use of the structural
information of the template proteins is demonstrated by
the meta-predictors. While ignoring energetic criteria, the
structures of the templates are used to ﬁnd similarities,
structurally conserved segments in alignments with various protein hits from the database. Generally, the metapredictors, select the models with the largest structurally
consistent alignment based on the structural superposition of all models. This simple procedure has a dramatic
impact on the ﬁnal accuracy of the service, even without
optimal implementation. This is not as clear on the easy
targets where the differences between the results of servers are not that large. However on the set of hard targets
all meta-predictors have higher sensitivity than any autonomous server (excluding the borderline case of Shotgun-

INBGU). The best performing meta-predictors generate
over 40% more correct residues than the best autonomous
server (ORFeus) on this set (excluding the borderline case
of Shotgun-INBGU). In the speciﬁcity evaluation metapredictors clearly outperform autonomous servers showing a 20% increases in the ROC values.
The results of meta-predictors are also shown in Table 1.
In the sensitivity evaluation, the Shotgun series of metapredictors seem to be outperforming the single template
meta-predictors, such as Pcons15 and Pmodeller. The
picture is opposite in the speciﬁcity evaluation, where the
Pmodeller series seems to be leading, possibly due to the
structural post-evaluations using ProQ16. Another meta
predictor, the 3D-Jury system can operate as a meta-meta
predictor, utilizing the results collected from other metapredictors (3D-Jury-C versions). With such settings it gets
very good scores in the sensitivity evaluation, mainly due
to the selection of Shotgun results. The speciﬁcity results
are better if only a selected set of 8 autonomous servers is
allowed for model selection (3D-Jury-A version). With such
settings, the 3D-Jury system generates also the highest
number of correct predictions but it can hardly compete
with the spliced models in the residue-based evaluation.
Robetta, a new server, is the only meta predictor that
does not superimpose multiple models obtained from other
services for the purpose of internal quality estimation and
ranking. Robetta uses other servers such as Pcons2 only
for template section and applies an ab initio protocol to
improve the alignments and to add missing fragments to
the model. Robetta did not perform very well in the
LiveBench-6 experiment. Nevertheless it has obtained
very good results in the CAFASP and CASP evaluation
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TABLE I. Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity (ROC) of the Servers Measured on the LiveBench-6 and CAFASP-3 Targets

The targets are divided into EASY and HARD (see text). The NAME columns contain the four-letter abbreviation of the participating server.
Meta-predictors are indicated in black color. Servers that use the sequence information only are marked in blue. Servers marked in red use
structural information about the template protein in the ﬁtting function. SHGU, colored in brown, is a borderline case, which uses ﬁve INBGU
components and a meta-predictor like jury level. The SUM column shows the sum of all correctly positioned residues in correct models. The N
column shows the number of correct models (with ⬎ 39 correct residues). The F column shows the number of correct models with higher
conﬁdence score than the ﬁrst false prediction (⬍ 30 correct residues). The ROC column approximates the speciﬁcity of the conﬁdence score. The
reported value is deﬁned as the average number of correct predictions with higher conﬁdence score than the ﬁrst to tenth false predictions (as in
LiveBench-4). Other evaluation results are available at http://bioinfo.pl/LiveBench/ and http://bioinfo.pl/cafasp/. Information about the servers is
available at http://bioinfo.pl/Meta/servers.html.
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TABLE II. Progress in the Field of Automated Protein Structure Prediction Measured by the Difference Between the
Performance in LiveBench-6 of the Old (the OLD column) and the New (the NEW column) Versions of the Servers
EASY

HARD

ROC

OLD

NEW

⌬SUM

⌬N

⌬SUM

⌬N

⌬ROC

⌬F

ST99
FFAS
INBG
SFAM
PCOB
AVERAGE

ST02
FFA3
SHGU
SFPP
PCOC

656
331
172
194
70
285

4
3
1
3
0
2

692
490
306
57
72
323

7
7
1
0
3
4

9.1
12.6
6.1
1.9
5.5
7

12
10
12
6
⫺10
6

Five pairs of servers are shown. The values are directly extracted from the values presented in Table I. ⌬SUM shows the difference in the total
number of correctly positioned residues in correct models. ⌬N shows the difference in the number of correct models. Columns ⌬SUM and ⌬N are
separated in EASY and HARD targets as in Table I. ⌬ROC shows the difference in the speciﬁcity (ROC) score. ⌬F shows the difference between
the numbers of correct models with higher conﬁdence than the ﬁrst false prediction. The average differences are shown in the bottom row
(AVERAGE). Sam-T02 shows the biggest progress relative to its predecessor.

(Table 1). Table 1 includes the ranking of servers, which
would be obtained if the current LiveBench evaluation
would be conducted on the results collected for the CASP-5/
CAFASP-3 targets. There are some differences between
both sets of targets. The CASP team divides the targets
into domains and the classiﬁcation into easy, hard and
other categories is deﬁned on the domain level. The
ranking on the hard targets corresponds to the results
obtained on domains classiﬁed in CASP in the fold recognition category. The easy targets correspond to CASP comparative modeling domains excluding those, which could
be predicted by blast (blast E-value cutoff of 0.001 was
used as in regular LiveBench). The targets from the CASP
new fold category are also excluded. The speciﬁcity analysis is conducted on the results collected for full targets
proteins (not domains) because the reliability scores reported by servers relate to one single target and not to
parts of it.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned earlier Table 1 shows quite big variations
in the ranking of some methods. For example RAPTOR17
did not perform as well in the sensitivity analysis on the
LiveBench set as it did on the CASP set, where it scored as
high as some of the meta-servers in the fold recognition
sensitivity analysis. Figure 2 shows how the sensitivity
ranking on hard targets is affected by the choice of the
model evaluation methods. The data indicates that the
ranking is very ﬂexible even if the performance is measured on the same set of targets. Particular large variation
can be seen in the methods that use fragment based
approaches, i.e. ShotGun and ROBETTA.18 Thus the
benchmarking experiments have more in common with
Olympic games than with detailed investigations of the
utility of prediction modules introduced in current fold
recognition strategies.
Nevertheless some conclusions can be drawn from the
results. An obvious conclusion is the conﬁrmation that
meta-predictors, even if being quite early in the development, provide more reliable access to structure predictions
than autonomous servers. One of the reasons could be very
technical. Many autonomous servers are likely to miss one

or two predictions because missing templates in their fold
database or because of peculiarities of their scoring function. Meta predictors will locate and ignore those result
ﬁles easily. However, it is clear from earlier studies
(Lundstrom, et al 2000) and the improved performance of
Shotgun-INBGU over INBGU that this is not the main
reason for the improvement. The main reason for the
improved speciﬁcity is due to the “consensus” analysis
performed by all the meta-server methods. The second
important conclusion is that there is progress in the
development of autonomous servers despite the “parasitic”
nature of the meta-predictors. This can be evaluated best
when comparing old and new version of servers from the
same family on the same set of targets (Table 2).
LiveBench clearly fails to declare winners and losers of
the structure prediction server community and it is not our
intention to change this. The program operates more like a
periodic customer report watched mainly by the participants, who use the data to trace procedural errors in their
prediction algorithms. One of the main conclusions of the
ﬁrst LiveBench cycles was that the completeness of the
fold library is an important factor severely inﬂuencing the
outcome of the evaluation results. Nevertheless, it is
understandable that not all algorithm developers spend
time with routine database updates, which cannot be
regarded as scientiﬁcally challenging. This is especially
true now when such errors can be partially ﬁxed by
meta-predictors, which diversify the sources of models.
The future focus may shift from providing complete structure prediction solution to specialized services. In addition
to the popular meta-predictors, such services could include
loop modeling servers or model quality estimation servers,
which would be clearly of beneﬁt for the users. The
LiveBench program will continue providing useful training data for such projects.
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